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Impress a Russian lady with these tips
A guy dating a Russian lady may frequently ask himself what to do to make himself more attractive to his online
date. Some guys think that they only need to mention the amount of money they have if they want to catch
someone’s attention, but that doesn’t work with most women interested in international dating. In reality, there are
plenty of things that men could do to make their online dates more interested in them. Here are a few simple and
easy tips that should help you impress the women you meet online.
Show your online chat partner how confident you are
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Summary:

Best Ways to Impress a Russian Lady
Most Russian women find guys who ooze self-confidence extremely sexy and attractive. They like gentlemen who
are self-assured, because it makes them feel like he’s worthy of their time and attention. Men who happen to be a
little bit reserved or shy don’t need to worry as you don’t need natural talent to project self-confidence, it’s actually
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an attainable talent which can be practiced. It’s possible to gain confidence by taking part in different role play
exercises. Just be sure to be committed to obtaining it. You’ll soon notice that your newfound confidence advantages you in your love life as well as other areas.
Have some photos taken that show you at your best
It’s not essential to have a great body or thick and luscious hair to attract the attention of a gorgeous Russian lady. In reality,
most girls are a lot more drawn to guys who don’t demonstrate superficial qualities but rather traits like a good attitude, good
sense of humour and caring nature, goals in life, etc.
Your picture needs to be a good one, because it is the first thing a Russian single woman will see when she’s browsing profiles
of available single men. Go to the barber and have him shave your beard. Also, let the hairdresser freshen up your haircut. Wear
clean clothes that suit you well and that you feel comfortable in. Remember, you’re going to need warm natural light to take a
great shot. Clean up the background before taking any photos as a big clutter may be a turnoff for some women. The most
important thing is to smile and look relaxed which will make you look a lot more approachable and friendly.
Lower your standards and give all girls a go
Have a look at the profiles of available Russian singles and e-mail those ladies who interest you the most. The worst thing that
could happen is that a lady doesn’t reply to your letter, so you have got practically nothing to lose. If a woman is enthusiastic
about your profile, she might e-mail you back and you could have a wonderful experience with a gorgeous lady. What you may be questioning is whether the above
mentioned guidelines work with every single woman. Naturally, this can not be guaranteed as it isn’t sure that two distinct people find each other mutually attractive.
However, making use of these suggestions and connecting with spectacular Russian girls online will bring you another step closer to discovering the woman of your
dreams.
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